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2 Statements that Changed My Ministry + 2 Things that Can Transform Your Church

Church, would you share some of the principles that guide your ministry?
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These Two Statements Changed My Ministry
Almost 30 Years Ago
By Dave Travis
The call came from a frequent haranguer.
After discussion of a recent issue that had popped up within the leadership of the church,
he began to bemoan the changes since he entered ministry in the late 1970s.
It was then that shared with him two of the fundamental understandings that changed my
ministry.
It was 1990 when I stumbled on them.
Both came from people I respected.
While I had a nagging suspicion before then that something was off in my understanding
of current church leadership, it wasn’t until I got these two drilled into my head that I began
the road to understanding.
I will admit that the statements need constant rethinking and reapplication as the
environment changes, but that doesn’t make them less relevant. They are just as
explosive as then.
In fact, when I meet an unhappy Christian leader, a pastor or a key lay leader, I often
ﬁnd them in disagreement with the statements.
But if you agree with them, and keep rolling them around your head, they will change you.
The ﬁrst statement came from Kennon Callahan: “The day of the professional pastor is
over. The day of the missionary pastor is here.” That’s a paraphrase but he gets the
credit.
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This thunderous opening to his book Effective Church Leadership, combines with this
opener of the second chapter, “The day of the churched culture is over. The day of the
mission ﬁeld has come.” 1
Both describe what had already happened THEN and are still true today.
A mission ﬁeld orientation and perspective on leadership has driven almost all of the real
growth of congregations and Christ’s mission in the America’s since.
A missionary mindset instinctively realizes that we must approach our gospel practices
differently in the context now. Imagine going to a country where there is no Christian
heritage, memory or active group of believers. We would adapt our methods to meet the
challenge.
No changes to the gospel. No changes to core understandings of faith. But deep changes
in presentation and forms of connection with people.
Therefore, for a season, “seeker sensitive” approaches worked with boomers. It’s not that
they don’t work now, it’s just that the nature of what a seeker is seeking has changed.
It is the reason that what worked “back then” isn’t as effective as it once was.
The mission must be outwardly focused on those not a part of the body yet. It is not
focused on management or maintenance but on driving the mission forward to take new
ground.
But there is a second statement. It is a harder statement as well for long time leaders to
accept as well.
It came to me from the old man. 2
He said you need to agree with this statement. It applies to new leaders and those that
remember the 1950s, 1940s, 1930s for that matter.
“Today is the most exciting time to be in ministry.”
“If that is your orientation,” he would say, “then you have a shot at ﬁnding a high degree of
success in the future. If not, then you will spend your time living in another time.”
He would add comments and stories about how that individual leaders and pastors may
be able to recreate some of the past and enjoy living there. But if one deﬁned success by
extending kingdom growth in more fruitful ways, those activities were going to lead to
frustration.
I see this when leaders and congregants bemoan the changes in culture and our churches
aching to go back to a previous era that they neglect great opportunities in front of them
NOW.
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Sometimes that desire to go back is driven by a decision that, in hindsight, looks pretty
dumb when it came to a building design or location.
Sometimes it is a desire driven by changes in a community where they want to return to
good old days where the church was larger in size and inﬂuence in the community.
When I give a presentation on cultural trends and show how some things have changed
“for the worse” culturally with some things are “for the better” of ﬂourishing people, most
tend to focus on the “for the worse” and desire to see those auto correct. As if hoping
would make it come true.
I rarely see good old days come back.
I do see congregations and their leaders creating new inroads and paths in much rougher
and stranger countrysides. They ﬁnding satisfaction at a deep level knowing that while the
good old days aren’t coming back, they are making a difference. They are impacting their
local communities and helping transform the people there to ﬂourish.
This path cutting and experimentation also leads to failure sometimes. Not
everything works.
But if your orientation, and that of your leadership team, is centered around the great new
opportunities that your ministry can have in the future, that is more productive than trying
to recreate the past.
While true that cycles of history can often come back around, the leadership stance and
posture I think must be guided by the truisms above.
What do you think?
I am sure your ministry has been guided by a few principles as well. Would you share
them with me?
Not the Bible verses per se, or your theological convictions that have shaped you, but
perhaps the understandings that have helped guide you through your ministry to
fruitfulness.
Just shoot them to me here at: Dave.travis@leadnet.org.
All of our programs at Leadership Network. Our Accelerators, our Church Implementation
LAB, our LeaderGroups, have these understandings “baked in.” You should check them
out.
1. Kennon Callahan, Effective Church Leadership. (insert Amazon link) While the book gets bogged down a bit
midway, it is well worth ﬁnding a copy just for the ﬁrst chapters
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2. Lyle Schaller, my mentor for many years. One would be very wise to go back and read some of his books that,
while written several decades ago are still applicable

Now Released: Latest Multisite Trends Research Report
By Tim Nations, Director of Communication and Design
The world of church planting and multisite campuses is rapidly changing, and Leadership
Network’s latest report by Dr. Warren Bird offers amazing windows into the latest
developments. Sponsored by Portable Church Industries, this free, richly illustrated
download is full of practical insights to guide your teaching and planning. Topics include:
How are today’s pastors moving toward multiplication?
What’s the ideal launch size for a new church or new multisite campus?
In what ways does having a “portable” location help or hurt a new campus or
church?
What are the latest trends in multisite?
Much, much more.
To download the full report, free, simply click or tap on the button below to be taken to the
download page.

Things You Want to Know About
Opportunities for you and your team
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Are You Developing Enough High-Capacity Leaders to Grow Your
Church?
Leadership Development Accelerator
“If your church was to grow by 50% in the next year, would you have enough quality
leaders to handle the inﬂux of new members, ministry opportunities, and locations?”
For most large churches, the answer is “no.”
In May of this year, Leadership Network will launch its next experience for large churches
that recognize the need for “upping their game” in leadership development. Its called
the Leadership Development Accelerator, a 12-month experience that goes beyond
anything we’ve offered before. The Leadership Development Accelerator will guide
your team in:
Building a stronger bench of high potential leaders able to tackle the next wave of
ministry opportunities ahead of you.
Engaging with several of the best church models of leadership development in the
U.S.
Learning from some of the most dynamic, multi-national businesses about how
they’re developing high potential leaders.
Clarifying your church’s unique core leadership competency proﬁle, providing a
baseline to compare to potential leaders
Retooling your processes for taking the raw material of high potential young staff
and making them “better, faster.”
Using data to compare the proﬁle of your existing senior leaders to those already
sitting in your pews to determine who potentially might have the “right stuff” to be a
future key leader.
If you are looking to leap ahead in your ability to develop high-capacity executive and
campus level leaders, the Leadership Development Accelerator will provide you with
the insights, relationships, and tools your growing church needs. Space in our upcoming
group is limited.

What Can We Learn about Multisite from Some of the World's Greatest
Companies?
Multisite Accelerator
Leadership Network, the key conveners of the original multisite practitioners, is convening
a new initiative to resource and help the leading churches in America accelerate their
impact through more sites and church starts. In partnership with some Christian leaders in
business from companies such as Walmart, Chrysler Fiat, Chick-ﬁl-A, and Google,
teams will get an inside look at how these leading organizations have accelerated the
impact of their companies across thousands of sites using a similar multisite multiplication
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strategy on regional, national and global scales.
What can we learn from each other to further accelerate and multiply the geographic
reach of your church for God’s kingdom?
To learn more about how to be one of the few teams to join us for this unique experience,
click or tap on the button below.
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